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bpost company overview
COMPANY PROFILE
• Belgium’s leading postal operator and a
parcel and e-commerce logistics provider in
the Benelux, North America and Asia.
• Mail and parcels delivered to millions of
doorsteps and logistic services provided to
businesses and consumers.

• 34,000 employees in Belgium and across
the globe.
• bpost generates a turnover of EUR 3,837
million.

OTHER RELEVANT FIGURES
•
•
•
•
•

10,000 red post boxes
5 million letter boxes served
7.1 million letters handled every day
281,000 parcels handled every day
2,300 pick-up points

Why sustainable procurement?
CUSTOMERS

CONSUMERS
Why?
LEGISLATION

BPOST

The Belgian parliament
has recently voted a
resolution stating that
public companies
should be exemplary
in the field of
sustainability

Sustainability is anchored in
corporate strategy CONNECT 2026 to
transform our company into a
future-proof omni-commerce group

Context & need
IMPACT OF OUR FLEET
• 22 mio liter of combustible fuels per year

• 58 mio ton CO2 per year
OUR AMBITION
• Emission reduction 20% by 2030

• Electrification of the fleet will increase to
3.500 e-vans and 3.500 e-bikes by 2030
Need for charging infrastructure and
management tools

Role of procurement in sustainability and innovation
Innovation (in the broadest sense) is part of bpost activities to remain
competitive;
New challenges are coming our way in sustainability driven by e.g.
legislation, customers, consumers;
Emerging technologies will further drive business change.

Search for innovative solutions in the market to meet new
challenges and connect our business with the market;

EIC Community was identified in our network as a
perfect partner.

Summary of our challenge

Looking for a solution that
takes into account:
• Total cost of ownership

Challenges

Fleet of 10.000 vehicles is spread across
the country:
• 60 mail sorting centers and 205 mail
centres in Belgium
• From 10 – 400 vans per site
Infrastructure differs from site to site
Some have high voltage cabines
installed, others don’t
Vans are available for loading from
14h-7h
What about other related issues:
Parking management; Energy supply;
renewable energy

• Load balancing
• The limitations of existing
infrastructure
• Maximising number of cars which
can be charged per station

European Innovation Council (EIC) empowering innovators

EIC aims to give innovative companies better opportunities
to become world-leading enterprises;
• top-notch business acceleration services,

• mentorship,
• investment opportunities,
• create markets,
• international networking opportunities.
https://ec.europa.eu/research/eic/index.cfm?pg=home

Why bpost collaborates with the EIC?

Bringing added value to our
business
Access to virtual meeting Opportunity to
co-create
place with Europe’s most
innovative
innovative start- and
solutions without
scale ups to connect,
any obligations
share experiences and
leverage business
relationships

Expand our
networks with EIC
community

Collaboration with the EIC
Video to express our needs which is launched on the
platform

How did it
practically
work?

Bpost could invite up to 20 of the 5000 preselected startups to present their innovative technology/solution in an
e-pitch
Selected companies present their innovative products in
the form of a 5 minutes pitch (14 th September)
Bpost can schedule bilateral calls after the ePitching

No obligations, part of market analysis

How this collaboration contributed to the needs assessment
• This is a first pilot case for bpost with the community.
• Our challenge is launched to a large pool of companies,
we were pleased with the interest that this generated.

• We did a selection of companies that we thought could
be interesting, the scope as broader and we took the
opportunity to select a diverse range of solutions and
topics. All solutions that could help bpost in different
stages in transforming to a greener fleet.
• All practical organisations were done by the EIC.
• Resulting in nice and qualitative pitches, broadening our
view on the topic.

Lessons learned

• External network to
exchange expertise
and best practices is
key.
• Systematic approach
in procurement
processes, but time is
needed.
• Co-creation is a core
activity; aligning
business objective.

Questions

